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 US Treasury yields declined amid receding expectations of four rate 
hikes from the Fed this year after GDP only came in-line of 
expectations and tempered statements from Fed Chairman Powell's 
testimony this week. On average, yields fell 0.23 bps with the 10-year 
declining 0.17 bps to 2.8643%. 

 German bund yields fell to a 1 week low as investors flocked to safe 
haven assets ahead of the Italian national elections on March 4. The 
yield curve fell 0.67 bps on average, with the 10-year ending at 
0.651% (-0.20 bps WoW). 

 Japanese government bond yields fell despite statements from BOJ 
Chief Kuroda on ending monetary stimulus by March 2020. This is a 
pivotal statement from Kuroda because this marks the first he 
acknowledged a possible stimulus exit for Japan. On average, yields 
fell 0.36 bps, and the 10-year advanced 1.5 bps to close at 0.063%.  

 Key events that transpired during the week: 

 US GDP Annualized QoQ at 2.5%, in-line with expectations.  
 Eurozone CPI YoY at 1.3%, in-line with expectations.  
 China Manufacturing PMI at 51.1, above expectations of 50.3  

 Global oil prices declined to a two week low after the U.S. Energy 
Information Administration (EIA) relayed that crude oil stock piles 
increased by 3 million barrels and gasoline investories climbed to 2.5 
million barrels as of February 23. Moreover, data from the EIA 
indicated that weekly US production reached a new high of 10.283 
million barrels a day. Brent crude was down 4.37% WoW to USD 
64.37/bbl, while WTI crude fell by 3.62% WoW to USD 61.25/bbl. 

 US equities declined on average, offsetting gains early on in the 
week brought by Powell's call for gradual interest rate hikes. 
However, after Trump announced that he will slap tariffs on steel and 
aluminum imports to protect the local steel market, investors digested 
a possible trade war in the next few weeks. The the S&P 500 ended 
at 2,691.25 (-2.04% WoW) while the DJIA closed at 24,538.06 
(-3.05% WoW). 

 European equities slid amid political tensions in Italy resulting in a 
hung parliament. In addition, the prospect of a global trade war hit 
export-driven Germany the most, especially after it released weak 
retail sales data (2.3% YoY actual vs. 3.0% YoY estimate). The MSCI 
Europe closed at 123.76 (-3.69% WoW). 

 Asian equities slumped as investors weighed a possible trade war 
between US and China more than better-than-expected GDP print 
from India (+7.2% actual vs 7% estimate) and current account surplus 
from Thailand ($5.2bn actual vs. $4.4bn estimate). The MSCI APxJ 
closed at 571.09 (-2.12% WoW).  

All global equity indices were on the red as investors speculated a looming trade war following Trump's announcement of tariffs on 
steel and aluminum. In addition, US Treasury, German bunds and Japanese government bond yields fell as investors took profit and 
moved their assets from equities to fixed income.  
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The local stock market fell as foreign selling persisted on rising inflation risks, with roughly any support as upside earnings surprises 
were at a bare minimum.  Local fixed income yields rose amid the same concerns on inflation, while the peso cut its losses owing to 
the weakness of the US Dollar. 
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 The Philippine peso did not move significantly, mirroring the 
equity market , as the increasingly hawkish trade and monetary 
policy in the US attempts to turn the overall bearish USD 
outlook. The USD/PHP closed at 51.900 (-0.02% WoW). 

 The Euro bounced back during the week, supported by a weak 
dollar, and driven by German Chancellor Merkel finally closing in 
to form a coaltion and a functioning govenment five months after 
the general election. The EUR/USD ended at 1.2317 (+0.18% 
WoW). 

 The Philippine Stock Exchange Index (PSEi) experienced some 
volatility but remained stable sub-8,500 as investors continued to 
fret over the prospect of increasing inflation and interest rates. 
Markets took cues from increasingly hawkish sentiments from US 
trade and monetary policies. The PSEi lost 0.11% WoW to 
8,458.57. 

 Universal Robina Corporation (PSE ticker: URC) was the top 
gainer for this week, surging 6.99% WoW as markets hope for 
positive developments to materialize  this year and propel the 
possible start of the company's recovery. On the other hand, JG 
Summit Holdings (PSE ticker: JGS) tumbled 10.76% WoW after 
the Philippine government rejected its bid, jointly with Filinvest, to 
operate and maintain Clark International Airport. 

 Key events that transpired during the week: 

 Metro Pacific Investments Corporation (PSE ticker: MPI) 
reported a 17% rise in consolidated Core Net Income to ₱14.1 
billion for the year ended 31st December 2017 from ₱12.1 
billion in 2016 on the strength of its increased presence in the 
power industry.  

 SM Investments Corporation (PSE ticker: SM) reported 
P32.9 billion Net Income Attributable to Owners of the Parent, 
5.5% higher than 2016, and P396.1 billion Revenues, 9.0% 
higher than 2016. Income from Operations increased by 12.0% 
to P75.2 billion from P67.2 billion in 2016.  Operating Margin 
and Net Margin is at 19.0% and 13.0%, respectively.     Local fixed income yields ended higher WoW, driven by continuous 

expectations of higher inflation, both in the local and global front, and 
possibly a quicker pace of monetary tightening by the US Federal 
Reserve. Further, market participants are focusing in on the increased 
likelihood  of a 25bps rate hike by the BSP in March. On average, 
yields rose 26.59 bps, led by the short-end of the curve. 

 According to BSP Governor Nestor A. Espenilla, Jr., the phased 
reductions of the reserve requirement ratio (RRR) do not consitute 
an easing of monetary policy, since any excess liquidity will be 
mopped up by other monetary tools such as the Term Deposit 
Facility (TDF). The reduction in RRR is just an operational 
adjustment that should have a neutral effect on the policy rate.   

 The Producer Price Index released by the Philippine Statistics 
Authority (PSA) posted 0.3% growth MoM in January 2017 to 
131.41 from December 2017's 131.1, but declined by 2% YoY.  
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